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The BSA-708 can be mounted either directly to the wall or with brackets if you need to tilt or pan the 
speaker. The optional accessesories are WRM series and WMT series. It compability by JBL-708 series 
and other speakers.

This bracket supports loudspeakers weighing up to 45 kg (100 lbs). 

BSA-708 is a Bookshelf Adapter

SPECIFICATIONS:

Functions Bookshelf adapter

Load limit 45 kg 100 lbs

Design factor 5:1 ratio

Dimensions 314 x 170 x 125 mm 12,36” x 6,69” x 4,93” 

Shipping dimensions 325 x 205 x 135 mm 12,80” x 8,07” x 5,31” 

Net weight 1,06 kg 2,34 lbs

Shipping weight (2 pcs per box) 2,4 kg 5,29 lbs

PACKAGE CONTENTS
1. BSA-708 - 2 pcs
2. Screw - 4 pcs

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
WRM series bracket
WMT series bracket

COMPABILITY
JBL-708 series speakers

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
1. Entrust mounting equipment only to experienced professionals and strictly follow the provided safety instructions. Improperly 

installed equipment may result in property damage, personal injury and/or liability for the installing contractor.
2. Always use safety cables! This will prevent equipment from falling during setup or while exploitation.
3. Always carefully check the mounting surface of the wall. Make sure the wall or ceiling structure allows to hold the weight of 

the speaker including its bracket.
4. Only use appropriate fastening hardware.
5. Always make sure to securely use and lock all mounting bolts. Loose bolts may become unscrewed over time due to vibration 

which will then create a safety hazard.
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